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Dealer Agreement
OUTDOOR LIVING system
EUROPE

DEALER AGREEMENT
Based on the following definitions, an agreement between Smartfilmplus - Thomas Maurer Handelsagentur and
the "dealer" is concluded for a certain period of time. This agreement is based on the terms and conditions of
the company "Smartfilmplus - Thomas Maurer Handelsagentur" (Austrian Law) and essentially provides for the
delivery of products from the "Outdoor Living System" range at defined, more favorable conditions.

Dealer:
Company Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Adress: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telefon: ________________________________________ Email: _______________________________________________________
VAT: _______________________________________

Seller:
Company Name: SmartFilmlPlus - Thomas Maurer Handelsagentur
Adress: Wienerstraße 253, 8051 Graz, Austria
Telefon: 0043 316 674319 Email: info@smartfilmplus.com
VAT: ATU66656102
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Dealer Agreement

The contracting parties shall determine the following:
Under the brand "Outdoor Living System" various types of Aluminium Systems and Options are produced.
These systems are produced and imported by the SmartFilmPlus Company and marketed by specialized dealers in
various countries
SmartFilmPlus and the Dealer have agreed to cooperate in the distribution of these Systems for a defined
Time period.
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 3 hereof, SmartFilmPlus shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement upon 60 days written notice in the event that the Dealer shall:
a.
b.
c.

be declared bankrupt or enter a voluntary petition for bankruptcy or in any way enter into a compromise or
agreement for the benefit of its creditors;
change or in any way be affected by a change in the majority ownership of Dealers business.
the defined volume is not reached from the dealer

The term of this agreement is at least 36 months, starting on xx.xx.xxxx. Thereafter, this agreement is automatically
extended by one year, unless one of the parties legitimately withdraws from the agreement.
This agreement does not transfer any rights or copyrights or exclusive distribution rights to the delivered
products and materials to the dealer
Your reseller supports you

with the following special
SmartFilmPlus endeavors to process single orders as soon as possible. SmartFilmPlus assumes
no liability for
Informations:
delays in delivery which are not caused by their influence – in that case, the Dealer keep SmartFilmPlus
harmless and free of charge. Delivery periods begin only after full advance payment of the
order.!
- Special size
- Speciel shape
- Underground preperation
The following terms of cooperation between the SmartFilmPlus and the Dealer are for the detailed regulation.
- Installation service
- Transport and delivery
- Messurement
- Color (Fabric / Profile)

Products included:

- The Dealer can deal with all products SmartFilmPlus offers on his public Channels
- All the products are descriped in catalogs and detailed descriptions
- The range of Products can various during the time of agreement
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Marketing Material:
- SmartFilmPlus offers Print and digital Marketing Material (Catalog, Pricelist, Pictures ....)
- SmartFilmPlus offers digital Content like Product Videos, Webinar
- The Dealer get a Marketing Starter Box (for free) - Catalogs, Pricelist, and Give Aways incl.
- The Dealer can order all Marketing Material with his own Brand/Logo etc. (Price on request)
- Demo-Systems of the Products are offered for a special Discount (Price on request)

Service & Support:
- SmartFilmPlus offers a daily Support Hotline during his standard working time for free
- The Support is possible in German, English or Spanish Language
- SmartFilmPlus tries to answer all Requests within one working day
- SmartFilmPlus creates 2D-Renderings of Projects for the Dealer (on request)
- Support is available for (Planing, Installation, After Sales)

Price & Payment:
- SmartFilmPlus offers a common Pricelist for the Dealer (Prices can various during the time of agreement)
- There are two options for Dealer-Discounts:
1) Standard Dealer

- There is a defined, flat Discount of max.20% on all products
(depending on volume)
- Payment-Term: 100% in adv.

2) Pro-Dealer

- There is a defined MOQ, minimum order quantity of 2500 sqm Pergola per year
- higher, flat Discount of max 30%
- Payment-Term: 60% in adv. / 40% before delivery
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Dealer Agreement

Legal choice
The contractual relations between the SmartFilmPlus and the Dealer shall be governed exclusively
by substantive Austrian law.

Jurisdiction
SmartFilmPlus and the Dealer agree that for any disputes arising out of the present relationship, also disputes
about its validity as well as the individual orders based thereon, shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the state of Austria. Place of performance for all Orders is Graz/Austria.

Rule of acceptance
All contractual partners accept the rights granted to them in this contract in each case by contract and undertake
to assign obligations to their legal successors. In this connection it is expressly agreed that SmartFilmPlus
is entitled to transfer the contractual relationship to another legal entity.

Billing of Pro Dealer
You accept the MOQ in the defined timeframe. The billing of the annual MOQ is carried out in such a way that the
MAQ is compared with the actual orders on the last Monday of the month following the term. The difference
(only if negative, MOQ was not reached!) Is calculated and invoiced on the basis of the prices valid at the
time (current price list).
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EUROPA
Thomas Maurer Handelsagentur
Wienerstraße 253
A-8051 Graz / Austria
sales@triaoutdoor.eu
0043 316 67 43 19
www.smartfilmplus.com
www.triaoutdoor.eu
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